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Introduction
Being in any business is hard. There are a lot of obstacles you need to go through. Despite 
that, you are more than what you think you are.

When you are in business for yourself, there is no guarantee of a paycheck—a hard lesson 
that I learned the first time I became disabled from an automobile accident and didn’t 
have any new income for almost 6 months. This happened in the first 2 years of my 
business career. I wanted to quit and go back to a “job” that paid me regularly. 

During that time, I experienced my first death claim. My client was murdered in his 
business, which led to a lot of investigation by the authorities, and ultimately, the 
beneficiary went to jail for counterfeiting.

Then one day when I thought it could not get any worse, I was asked to go help someone 
solve a problem. Since I had no one to see, I scheduled the appointment. While I was able to 
solve the problem for this client, it did not result in any revenue to me. 

Serving others does not always result in immediate rewards. 

What this retired individual understood that I did not at the time was that people are 
willing to help people if you just ask, especially if you have helped them wanting nothing 
in return. He had retired from a major company in town and referred me to several key 
employees. Many were able to benefit from the services I provide, but more importantly, 
it got me back into the business of serving others. Several of those individuals, their 
children and now their grandchildren are still clients today.

Serving others is a lifelong journey.

While building a business is hard, it is more important to build that business on a firm 
foundation—something that I had not learned early on as I had an issue with clients not 
keeping the products and services that I had sold them. Many of my peers at the time 
were taking bets that I would not survive.

Tenacity and perseverance are key to building a business that lasts into the future.

About the time that I figured out it was better for me to be more selective in those I served, 
I became disabled for a second time. This one occurred from an emergency surgery that 
did not go well, and ultimately, the complications did not allow me to work for almost 6 
months after leaving the hospital. 

Introduction
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Believing in what you do has funny twists at times. While I spent 2 weeks in the hospital, 
I was able to serve several of the medical staff and their families from my hospital bed.

When you can’t go to work for an extended period, one has a lot of time to reflect. That 
time of reflection led me to become even more focused on who I wanted as clients. 
Ultimately that time became the catalyst for where my business is today.

Taking the time to work on your business is just as important, if not more important, 
than working in your business.

By having laid the foundation of years of serving others, the business was more 
prepared to sustain itself when I suffered a major life event while out of the country at an 
international industry event.

While each of these events was catastrophic at the time, lessons were learned each time 
that have continued to help me stay the course with a greater passion to serve others.

While some of the challenges in business are like those I experienced early on, today’s 
challenges are even greater with the everchanging world of technology and social media, 
finding and retaining employees and clients, while still generating profits.

Given the challenges and obstacles that get in your way, it is possible for you to succeed. 

So, if you're feeling like giving up, take a step back and remind yourself of why you 
started in the first place. Think about your goals and what you want to achieve. Are you 
passionate about your product or service? Do you believe in what you're doing? If so, then 
don't give up now. 

You can overcome any obstacle if you have the right mindset and refuse to give up. 
So, if you're feeling like quitting, remember why you started and keep going. 

Remember that success takes time. It won’t happen overnight, so you need to be patient 
and persistent. Keep learning and growing, and eventually, you will reach your goals. So 
don’t give up – keep fighting for your dreams, and you will achieve them.

With this book, you’ll learn some of the techniques and values that have helped get me 
through the roughest yet most rewarding times I’ve had in my business career. You can 
use these techniques, live these values in your day-to-day life, and work your way toward 
success, whatever that is for you.



Section I: I Enjoy People, Do You? (How Can You Connect with Your Clientele)

Share the AHA messages from this book socially by going to 
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Scan the QR code or use this link to watch the 
section videos and more on this section topic: 
https://aha.pub/ThinkWhyYouStartedSVs
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Section I

I Enjoy People, Do You?  
(How Can You Connect with Your Clientele)

The ability to connect with people and build relationships is one of the most 
important skills for success in business. It's also a skill that many people struggle 
with, but it can be learned through practice and patience.

Connecting with others is the first step in building a relationship, but it's not 
enough on its own. You need to understand how to connect with people in order 
to get them interested in what you have to say or do.

Understanding what motivates others can help you create an engaging 
conversation or presentation that will hold their attention. For example, if 
someone is motivated by money, then talking about ways they can earn more 
money will be more appealing than talking about some abstract topic, like your 
company's history or mission statement.

The first step to making a sale is making your prospects feel valued. It all starts 
with you, the salesperson. You are responsible for making sure that prospects feel 
cared for and appreciated—that you’re not just another salesperson on their list.

You can do this by showing them that you understand their needs and that you 
care about them as people. It starts with knowing their names and remembering 
them when you meet them again. It continues through opening conversations 
that make your prospects feel like they are important and valued.

By making prospects feel valued, you will have a better chance of closing sales 
because they will believe they can trust that you have their best interest at heart 
and will feel secure buying from you.

People want to be treated with respect, and they want to know that their needs 
and wants are being heard and addressed by those who work with them—no 
matter what it takes.
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2
Every human being has a sense of wanting to feel 
valued, even if it's by one person that is not themselves. 
#ConnectMore 

1
To be successful in any business, you need to be able 
to enjoy people. Do you get excited about knowing 
people and being able to solve a problem for them? 
#ConnectMore 
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4
When people do business with you, do they realize how 
much you value them? If not, you need to #ConnectMore 

with them for them to realize it.       

3
Life is much better if everybody feels that they're valued 
and have worth. Do you communicate that value and 

worth to those you meet? #ConnectMore      
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6
Sometimes, words alone are enough to make someone 
feel valued and appreciated. You can never tell how 
huge of an impact appreciation can leave in people's 
hearts. #ConnectMore 

5
Thank your clients for having faith and trust in you. 
Giving thanks helps them realize how much you value 
doing business with them. #ConnectMore 
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8
Do the things you say you're going to do. Do them 
on time and to the best of your ability. When you 

demonstrate that level of integrity, you gain people's 
trust that you are going to do the right thing for them. 

#ConnectMore  

 

 

 

7
It feels good to know that you matter to someone else; 

it's a basic human need. How often do you show people 
how much they matter to you? #ConnectMore    
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10
People don't care how much you know until they 
know how much you care. -Theodore Roosevelt 
#ConnectMore 

9
It's one thing to teach sales skills (i.e., prospecting, 
selling), it's another to learn people skills (i.e., 
connecting with another person at a level that matters). 
How good are your people skills? This is a skill that truly 
matters. #ConnectMore 
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12 
Whatever conversation you have with other people, are 

they better off for having met you today?   
They should be. #ConnectMore  

 

 

 

11
People can spot your authenticity from a mile away—
whether you're saying it just to be saying it, or you're 

saying it because that's who you genuinely are. 
What type of authenticity can people spot in you? 

#ConnectMore            
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14
Don’t go for the sale straight away. Take time, get to 
know the customer, build a relationship with them. It ’s 
only then that you have any chance of selling to them. 
#ConnectMore 

13
Approach people with the idea of helping them 
solve a problem, not of selling a product or service. 
#ConnectMore 
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16 
Just because somebody trusts you doesn't necessarily 
mean that they're going to buy from you. #ConnectMore         

 

 

 

15
Make the effort to have timely, considerate, and real 

conversations often. #ConnectMore            
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18
Many people cannot get out of their comfort zone. 
To succeed, you've got to get beyond the people you 
already know and find new people who are willing to 
hear your story. #ConnectMore 

 

 

 

17
Referrals come from clients who trust that you will 
go above and beyond to take care of the person they 
referred to you. How's your referral marketing going? 
#ConnectMore 
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20
We have become a society where "everything is about 
me and not you." To be successful in the long-term, you 
need to create a culture where "everything is about you 

and not me." #ConnectMore       

 

 

 

19
So many people are not willing to go above and beyond 
unless it means money in their pocket. They're missing 
the servant leadership piece of business and will not go 

far. #ConnectMore      

 

 

 



What Clients Say About Tom Schmidt
Just as your company name implies, YOU are the company.  And since you are the one 
people deal with, I don’t think it’s possible to separate people’s impression of you from 
their impressions of your company.  If your goal is to build a recognizable brand in your 
company separate from yourself, it’s not happening.  But I submit that you’ve built a 
brand that is Tom Schmidt.   

Now this is the real question.  Who is Thomas Schmidt? That brand I mentioned looks 
to me like a committed servant tenaciously working to bring the best possible product 
to his clients.  How’s that praise song go... no mountain he wouldn’t climb, no river 
he wouldn’t swim... Okay, I’m not elevating your work to biblical proportions, but then 
again, how you sell your product ought to be an imitation of Jesus, so I think that 
tenacity for serving your clients looks to me like the way Jesus would conduct an 
insurance business. So, the quality that comes to mind would be Tenacious Service. 
 
Mike B.  
Bell & Rhodes, P.C.

Two things that come to mind – Tom’s knowledge and his integrity. He goes the extra 
mile to become knowledgeable, and he has the highest integrity with his clients.

Gary Liles

For over 25 years, we have always been able to count on Tom to educate our employees 
on products in a thoughtful, caring way. He has consistently provided great products 
that are affordable for a nonprofit, and the individual service we receive is impeccable 
and an extremely important reason for our continued relationship.

Kathy McCracken
CHF Executive Director

You are one of the few persons in the financial world that I trust.    

James Males

What Clients Say About Tom Schmidt
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It has been approximately 5 years since we began providing employer health 
insurance benefits to our employees.  You worked with us on the initial installation of 
the program, and we found your knowledge and expertise indispensable.  

Since that time, your company has been run with efficiency, and all enrollment 
meetings have thoroughly and effectively informed employees of coverage and 
options available.  You are adept at enrollment procedures and never fail to provide 
service, information and reports in a timely and efficient manner.

While these are all important qualities, the aspect of your business which stands out 
for me is the customer service, both toward our company and most especially toward 
the employees.

Some of our employees have had the misfortune of experiencing difficult (and at times 
traumatic) events and circumstances in their lives.  They have greatly benefited from 
the personal touch you have brought to helping them navigate the foreign and often 
confusing insurance “maze” during some of the most trying times of their lives.

In going above and beyond to help our employees, you have also relieved our company 
of most of the burden of doing the legwork of helping them file claims when they are 
unable to do so on their own.

Brandon Downey
Downey Contracting, LLC



Tom Schmidt has represented our company since 1993 as our agent for most of our 
major benefits and elective benefits offered to our team members. I have worked 
directly with Tom since 2015. Tom and his team always go the extra mile, from 
making open enrollment packets, to assisting team members with completing their 
paperwork, to answering all of their questions to make the best decisions for their 
families. He has many clients, but I always feel like his only client when working with 
him; he gives 100% great customer services in all areas for our company. They are very 
knowledgeable in this field and it amazes me how much he can remember about each 
individual team member year to year, from birthdates to kids' names—he takes pride in 
what he does and knows each of his clients individually. He continues to give the best 
customer service by offering online enrollment for our team members and assisting 
with any issues that may occur. If you are looking for an amazing agent that not only 
does a great job but cares about your individual interests as well, Tom’s team is exactly 
what you are looking for in an agent.

Angelina Waugaman
Director, Human Resources
Innovative Capital Management/Oklahoma Home Care Network/Sooner Home 
Heatlh/Tendercare Home Health/Tendercare Hospice/TenderCare and Sooner Private 
Services/CommuniTrend

What Clients Say About Tom Schmidt
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